
Name: ______________________   Comparing three-digit numbers

Comparing Three-Digit Numbers
Part 1:  Write <, >, or = on each line.

     a. 234  _____  432      b. 768  _____  786      c. 967  _____  697

     d. 55  _____  231      e.   712  _____  721      f. 866  _____  866

     g.   337  _____  373      h.   544  _____  454      i. 765  _____  99

     j.   121  _____  45      k.   511  _____  511      l. 113  _____  131

Part 2:  On each line, write out the words, “is greater than,” “is less than,” or “is equal to.”

     m.      45  ______________________________________  300

     n.      252  ______________________________________  162

     o.      989  ______________________________________  998

     p.      515  ______________________________________  515

     q.      234  ______________________________________  43

Part 3:  Circle the greater number in each pair.

     r.      678, 234      s.      407, 470      t.      890, 980      u.      333, 322

Part 4:  Read and answer the questions.

     v.    Jan and her sister Cindy went bowling.
Jan bowled a score of 161.  Cindy
bowled a 158.  Who got the higher score? __________________________________

     w.   John the carpenter earned 637 dollars
in January.  He earned 643 dollars in
February.  In which month did he earn
more money? __________________________________

     x.   Leah has 353 jellybeans in a jar.
Grant has 335 jellybeans in a bag.
Who has fewer jellybeans? __________________________________
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Name: ______________________   Comparing three-digit numbers

Comparing Three-Digit Numbers - ANSWER KEY
Part 1:  Write <, >, or = on each line.

     a. 234  <  432           b. 768  <  786      c. 967  >  697

     d. 55  <  231      e.   712  <  721      f. 866  =  866

     g.   337  <  373           h.   544  >  454      i. 765  >  99

     j.   121  >  45      k.   511  =  511      l. 113  <  131

Part 2:  On each line, write out the words, “is greater than,” “is less than,” or “is equal to.”

     m.      45  is less than  300

     n.      252  is greater than  162

     o.      989  is less than  998

     p.      515  is equal to  515

     q.      234  is greater than  43

Part 3:  Circle the greater number in each pair.

     r.      678, 234      s.      407, 470      t.      890, 980      u.      333, 322

Part 4:  Read and answer the questions.

     v.    Jan and her sister Cindy went bowling.
Jan bowled a score of 161.  Cindy
bowled a 158.  Who got the higher score? Jan 

     w.   John the carpenter earned 637 dollars
in January.  He earned 643 dollars in
February.  In which month did he earn
more money? February

     x.    Leah has 353 jellybeans in a jar.
Grant has 335 jellybeans in a bag.
Who has fewer jellybeans? Grant
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